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About Us

Security System Features

Guardian Wireless, Inc.



No land line is needed to receive phone calls.

Guardian Wireless, Inc. develops wire-



Wireless sensor technology avoiding sensor line disconnection.

less security systems to help prevent



Archive your recorded history via Internet for up to 4



Send/Receive daily status messages.



Retrieve GPS coordinates and status via Internet 24/7.

alarms systems to meet the needs of today's world. We have developed ideas



Arm / Disarm units via Internet 24/7.

on how to improve our products for our customers by adding accessories to



Calls up to 3 phone numbers, 3 times with an automated event



Securely, access contact, history and control panels via Internet.



Customized security systems to fit your specific application.



Flexible monthly service plans.

years.

asset damage or loss. We took the role
of protecting priceless property that
people own. Guardian Wireless, Inc.
is continuously developing unique

our security systems such as a siren/horn or by just changing and updating our
web site. We strongly believe and practice first hand customer service. Here at
Guardian Wireless, Inc. our customers are not numbers but relationships and
names. With the convenience of our systems online activation, history logs,
message sending combined with telephone notification we try to make security

specific message.

and life easy. Over the years, we have gained endless experience and expanding
knowledge of security software and hardware. For additional information on
our company please visit us online at
www.guardianwireless.com.
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Customization
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RV Guardian®

We offer custom configuration with our products. If you need more or less
sensors we are able to configure the pre-developed system for you at no
charge. We meet the needs of our customers by offering special sensors
and we are constantly seeking sensors that will fit endless applications. If
you are looking for a car alarm system, we can custom configure one for
you.
We also offer custom development to fit any application you might need
Global Base Price:
$1,295.00

at an additional charge. Contact us for additional information.

Warranties

GSM Base Price:
$695.00

Extended Limited Warranty

RV Guardian®

If you have purchased our Extended Limited Warranty, we will extend the

Protect your RV from theft. You paid good money for your RV. So make

Limited Warranty. The Extended Limited Warranty is available in One,

it extremely difficult for someone to steal it. RVs are very tempting to

Two or Three year increments. Extended Limited Warranty is available

fugitives who want to skip the country and have a place to sleep, or even to

upon purchase of the unit or within the last thirty days of the initial war-

people who want to sell your investment to make a profit. Spend a little on

ranty term.

superior products that will protect your recreational vehicle. When you
think about it, it's cheaper than replacing your entire RV altogether and
it's well worth the peace of mind.
The RV security system, RV Guardian®, uses wireless sensors to detect
unauthorized entry, smoke, high water levels, GPS, loss of power and low
battery voltage. If an alarm is triggered you will receive an automated event
specific phone call within 20-30 seconds, allowing you to take proper
action.
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By logging online to your secure account you are able view the history,
status and condition of your RV. RV Guardian® will notify you if your
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Marine Guardian®

RV moves outside an invisible fence also known as geo fence
In storage applications, a user may want to monitor loss of power or temperatures. Commercial users may want to track GPS (Global Positional
System). As your needs change RV Guardian® can be updated and upgraded to accommodate. If you decide to purchase a new RV, the RV
Guardian® security system can be easily transferred to your new RV.
We offer two different types of security systems with different features.
One type works off the cellular towers and the second type works off the

Global Base Price:
$1,295.00

Inmarsat Satellite system. For additional details please contact us.
RV Guardian® provides you with completely wireless security capabilities

GSM Base Price:
$695.00

to activate electronic devices in the RV, while allowing you the expense

Marine Guardian®

and hassle of installing a hard wired security system. Get additional inforAnything can happen at anytime to your yacht. Unfortunately, you will

mation today because tomorrow may be too late.

not always be there to stop daily threats your boat faces before resulting in
severe damage. That is why Guardian Wireless, Inc. developed Marine
Guardian®. The boat security system, Marine Guardian®, will provide
protection and notification against the most prevalent threats to your boat
while at the same time giving vessel owners the ability to remotely activate
and deactivate electronic devices on board.
The boat security system, Marine Guardian® uses wireless sensors to
detect unauthorized entry, smoke, fire, high water levels, irregular bilge
pump cycles, loss of shore power, low battery voltage and drifting. If a
sensor is triggered, Marine Guardian® will call up to three phone
numbers three times with an automated event specific message. You can
then take the proper action.
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By logging onto our web site, you can view the history, status and condition of your boat. You are able to receive status, GPS, and arm/disarm
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Contractor Guardian™

your unit at anytime.
In charter applications, a user may want to monitor engine speeds or temperatures.
Commercial users may want to track fish hold temperatures and intrusion. If you purchase a new boat your Marine Guardian® security system
can easily be transferred to the new boat. As your needs change Marine
Guardian® can be updated and upgraded to accommodate. The simple
removal of the wireless sensors and installation is made easy.

Global Base Price:
$1,295.00

We offer two different types of security systems with different features.
One type works with the cellular towers and the second type works off the
Inmarsat Satellite system. Get additional information today because tomorrow may be too late.

GSM Base Price:
$695.00
Contractor Guardian™
Contractors purchase endless amount of small to large equipment. Each
piece of equipment helps get a job done. When fugitives take advantage of
your unsupervised equipment, the job is more difficult to complete.
Guardian Wireless, Inc. can help make your job easier by monitoring your
equipment for you. If you are undecided about investing in a jobsite
security systems just think of this: it is less expensive and less time
consuming to purchase a security system than replacing your tools.
Our Contractor Guardian™ is a wireless security system, preventing a thief
from disabling your security system by cutting wires. Our security system
sensors are equipped for outdoor applications. Contractor Guardian™ is
easy to install and move from jobsite to jobsite.
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Contractor Guardian™ uses wireless sensors to detect unauthorized entry,
smoke, high water levels, GPS, loss of power and low battery voltage. Contractor Guardian™ builds an invisible fence around a parked job trailer.
Contractor Guardian™ allows you to always know where your job trailer is
located by receiving GPS. If a unit receives an alarm the system will call up
to three phone numbers with an automated message within 20-30 seconds.
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Tool Guardian™
Tool Guardian™
Anything can happen at anytime to your tool storage. Unfortunately, you
will not always be there to stop the daily threats your tool storage faces before severe damage or loss occurs.

You can then take the necessary action.

At Guardian Wireless, Inc., we know
that you cannot guard your tools at all
times. Tool Guardian™ (Tool Theft)
will protect and provide notification
against the most prevalent threats to
your tool storage. At the same time, it
gives tool owners the ability to remotely
activate and deactivate electronic devices on site.

By logging online to your secure account, you can view the status and condition of your jobsite. As your needs change your Contractor Guardian™
can be updated and upgraded to accommodate. If you relocate to new jobsite your Contractor Guardian™ security system can be easily relocated.

The Tool Guardian™ will help secure
your tools, preventing loss or damage
by monitoring your tools wirelessly.
Tool Guardian™ builds a virtual fence
around a parked tool storage, using
wireless sensors to detect unauthorized
entry, loss of power and low battery voltage. Tool Guardian™ takes some
of the worry out of tool ownership.
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The Guardian System™

Grandma Guardian™

The Guardian System™

Grandma Guardian™

There is never enough security for your life investments. The portable security alarm system, The Guardian System™, was created to help increase
security in multiple situations.

The Grandma Guardian™ is the perfect gift for your loved ones or yourself. Make sure you and your loved ones are safe! If you are getting the
Grandma Guardian™ for a loved one, be notified when they need assistance! If it's for yourself, notify someone else immediately when you need
help! Wear the panic pendant transmitter like a necklace and push the
panic button when help is needed!

It is a portable security system developed to monitor for three separate
situations individually, depending on
the circumstances. For instance, you
can monitor water level in the basement during flood season.

This is especially useful for situations where you or your loved one is unable to reach a phone to call for help when something happens, such as a
nasty fall. It's light, and much more convenient than carrying a cell-phone
around.

Due to the design of the portable security system, you can easily relocate The
Guardian System™ and monitor for air
temperature on your yacht or RV. You
can monitor any area with any sensor
at any time individually. The Guardian
System™ is the only hard wired system
that Guardian Wireless offers.
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Trucker Guardian™
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Additional Sensors

Trucker Guardian™

Most of our sensors are wire-free which means less. Less installation cost,

Trucker Guardian™ is a wireless fleet management & tracking system that
will make your life easy and increase your savings.

less installation damage from drilling holes and pulling wires, less time

Save time and money with our Trucker Guardian™! Trucker Guardian™
allows you to not only track your trucks, but also communicate with them
and manage them online!

spend on premises for the installer, and less compromise to security due
to the inflexibility of sensor location when using hardwire sensors. In the
following pages are the sensors we offer with our security systems. If you
do not see a sensor that will work for your application please contact us
and we will conduct extensive research to meet your application needs.

Here are some basic features our system will provide:
•

Manage your fleets: Log on to your secure account and manage your
fleets, trucks, and drivers.

•

Track your trucks: View them on a map, obtain load information, and
more.

•

Communicate with drivers: Send & receive messages with our
Trucker Communicator™.

Smoke Sensor
Whether you are home or away, monitored
smoke sensors are always heard. There is no
better way to protect your loved ones and
possessions from the ravages of fire.

Price: $113.33

Horn/Siren/Speaker

Price: $39.13
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The horn is a high power (13 Vdc) two-channel
self-contained electronic siren driver/speaker
combination. The horn is ideal for inside or
outside installation. The horn has an option of
yelp or steady sound option when an alarm is
received. When a sensor is triggered the horn will
yelp/steady for a normal 30 seconds. You can
specify how long the horn sounds upon ordering.

Guardian Wireless

Price: $139.93

To Order Call: (800) 330-7413

35’ X 40’ PIR (Passive-Infrared Sensor)

Heat Detector

The Passive-Infrared Senor detects movement within a
specific area by sensing the infrared energy emitted from
a body as it moves across the sensor’s field of view,
causing temperature change in the sensor’s zones. Use
the motion sensor to protect locations where door/
window sensors are impractical or not needed. Motion
sensors also provide backup protection for door/window
sensors. This sensor is indoor / outdoor but needs to be
protected from nature. A masking kit is provided to
block portions of coverage area. There is a three minute
transmitter lockout time after an alarm that helps extend
battery life.

The Heat Detector senses danger in areas where
high heat may normally occur, such as kitchens
or attics. The Heat Detector works by sensing
rapid temperature changes and extreme heat.
When heat rises to 135 degrees F your unit will
call you with an alarm.

Price: $81.13

Key Fob / Keychain Touchpad
The Keychain Touchpad is an alkaline batterypowered, wireless touchpad designed to fit on a
keychain, in a pocket or purse. It provides owners
a convenient option for arming/disarming the
system locally.

50’ PIR (Passive-Infrared Sensor)
A motion sensor (passive-infrared or PIR) detects
movement by sensing the infrared energy emitted
from a body as it moves across its field of view.
When this motion is detected, the sensor
transmits an alarm signal. Install motion sensors
to protect areas where door/windows sensors are
impractical or not needed. For example, use a
motion sensor to protect large areas or open floor
plans. Motion sensors can also provide backup
protection in areas where door/window sensors
exist.

Price:
2 button—$62.93
4 button—$69.93

Price: $139.93
Glass Break Sensor

High Water Sensor
The High Water sensor spares you the headaches
of water leaks that go undetected for hours and
even days. The unit will call you when the
environmental alarm detects water.

Price: $120.33

Price: $82.53
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The Glass Break Sensor listens across the glass
break frequency spectrum for greater false alarm
immunity. This allows the sensor to detect
breaking glass through blinds and light, unlined
drapes. It is the ideal application where hard
wired acoustic sensors are impractical. A
20’ (foot) radius and 360 degree coverage can
protect an entire room with one sensor. The
Glass Break Sensor recognized the actual patter
of glass breaking across the full audio band. It
can be mounted on the ceiling, or on the
opposite wall, or on adjoining walls.

Guardian Wireless
Door / Window Sensor

Price: $67.13

The Door / Window Sensor can be easily
installed that provide the highest level of intruder
protection available for a home or business.
These sensors monitor doors, windows, cabinets,
or anything that opens and closes. When the
door / window sensor is ‘opened’ you will receive
a phone call.

Low Temperature Sensor
The Low Temperature Sensor detects furnace
failure in residential or commercial sites by
sensing when the air temperature fails below 45
degree F. The Low Temperature Sensor is used in
climates where temperatures can drop below 32
degree F. The Low Temperature Sensor monitors
an open area up to 900 sq feet. When low
temperature is sensed the sensor will send a
signal to the control box.

Price: $78.33

Guardian Wireless
Shock Sensor

Price: $82.53

The Shock Sensor detects the vibrations made by
an intruder trying to break a window or door. It
also detects a window or door opening and
tamper situations such as an intruder removing
the sensor cover. Vibrations cause momentary
open circuit in the shock element of the sensor.
The circuit closes again when the vibration stops.
The sensor “sees” the open/close action as a
pulse, causing the sensor to transmit an alarm
signal.
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P.O. Box 633
500 S 16th Street
Manitowoc, WI 54220
Phone: (800) 330-7413
Fax: (920) 686-1998
Email: sales@guardianwireless.com
Website: www.guardianwireless.com

